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EXCESS AND CONJUGATION IN THE STEENROD ALGEBRA

ANDREW M. GALLANT

Abstract. Some formulas concerning conjugation are generalized to certain

sub-Hopf-algebras of the Steenrod algebra. A number-theoretic result en-

ables explicit computation of the excess for a certain family of Milnor basis

elements. Finally, a family of self-conjugate elements is produced.

1. Results. In the modp Steenrod algebra [4], for R = (rx, . . .), let F,(7?)

be the element in the Milnor basis corresponding to the sequence

(0, ...,/•,, 0, ..., r2, 0, ... ) whose components are zero except possibly for

the elements r, in the itth place. PX(R) = P(R) is the usual Milnor basis

element corresponding to the sequence R. Let Pt(r) be the element whose

sequence is (0, . . . , r, 0, . . . ) where the only nonzero entry is r in the tth

place, and let P,s = P,(ps). The dimension of P,(R) is given by 22>,(f" — 1)

and the excess by 22 r¡ for p odd, with the usual modifications being needed

for p = 2, and sequences will be ordered lexicographically from the right. It

will be convenient to generalize Davis' notation [2] to S,(n) for the sum of all

elements P,(R) in dimension «. Also, let A, denote the set of all P,(R) for a

fixed t. Adams and Margolis show that A, is a sub-Hopf-algebra of the

Steenrod algebra [1]. This may also be seen directly by observing that in both

the Cartan formula and the Milnor multiplication matrix, the only possibly

nonzero elements must have indices which are multiples of t.

Milnor [4] defines a canonical antiautomorphism x on the Steenrod algebra

and shows that x(P\(rï) = (~ ^)rSx(n), where « = dim(F,(r)). This result can

be generalized to:

Proposition 1. x(Pt(>")) = (— l)rS,(nX where n = dim(F,(r)).

It will be shown below that x is in fact an antiautomorphism of A,. It can

also be shown that Davis' formulas [2] can be generalized. The proofs are

virtually identical to his and so will not be given here.

Corollary 1.

(a) Pl(ni)St(n) = 2l\1P''ri)pi(R)
\ pm J

where the sum is over all R of the correct dimension.
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(b) x(F,(l +/><+••• +/"-»>')) = (-lYP,(p«-1») ■ ■ ■ F,(l).

Kraines [3] defines the notion of excess for operations expressed in the

Milnor basis. The principal result states that the excess (in the usual sense) of

a linear combination of such elements is the minimum of the excesses (as

defined above) of the terms. For x(Pi(r))' another result states that the excess

is that of a solution of (p — l)r = 2s,(f' — 1) which minimizes 2i, [3,

Corollary 5]. In the next section we study a more general situation, and the

results may be summarized as follows:

Proposition 2. For each r and fixed b, there is exactly one solution

A = (ax, a2, . . . ) of the equation in nonnegative integers

(b-\)r=^ak(bk-l) (1.1)

which has the form

ak = Ofark </,    1 < Oj < b,   andO < ak < b — \fork > j, for some j,

(1.2)

for which A is simultaneously maximal in order and minimal in excess.

Corollary 2. ex(x(F,(r))) = qx(P,(A)), where A has form (1.2) for b = p' in

(1.1).

This solution can be easily computed by the division algorithm for any

choice of r and b, and a particularly nice result occurs for P'.

Corollary 3. ex(x(F/)) = min(ex(P/), ex(F/)).

In [4], Milnor gives a procedure for finding the conjugate of an arbitrary

element P(R) as a linear combination of terms P(S(Y)). We will show the

following:

Theorem. For each term P,(S) in x(F,(7?)), then, for S ¥= R, ex(P,(S)) <

ex(P,(R)) and P,(S) > Pt(R).

Applying this result to the solutions A of minimal excess and maximal

order produces a family of self-conjugate elements.

Corollary 4. For each r,p, and t, let A be the solution of form (1.2) o/(l.l),

with b = p'. Then x(P,(A)) " (~ 1)^F,04).

2. Number theory. We will want to examine all solutions of equation (1.1).

Define the excess of a solution as the sum of its elements, and order all

solutions for r and b fixed lexicographically from the right. For example, if

r = 7 and b = 2, the solutions are ordered (7) < (4, 1) < (1, 2) < (0, 0, 1). It

is convenient to rewrite (1.1) as

r = ^akbk,   where bk = (bk - 1)/ (b - 1) = 1 + b + ■ ■ ■ +bk~l.

(2.1)
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The following elementary identities are easily established:

bbk = bk+x- 1, (2.2)

ajbj + bbk = bbj_x + (aj - \)bj + bk+x,   for k >j > 2, a, > 1, (2.3)

p»+* = 1 + (p< -p")(p')k + (p" - l)(p')k+x,

forO < « </, k > 1.  (2.4)

The solutions of (2.1) are totally ordered and finite in number, so there is a

maximal solution, and it may be constructed by an iterated division algo-

rithm: define ak as k decreases by ck+x = akbk + ck, where 0 < ck < bk; let

the process commence when k is such that bk+x > r > bk, letting ck+x = r;

and note that the process terminates since ck+x > bk > ck, so that the ck

decrease as k decreases. It is clear by construction that this solution is

maximal, and it is apparent from (2.2) that for each k, ak < b, and that if

üj — b for somey, then ak = 0 for k <j, because there is no remainder. This

provides a way of recognizing maximal solutions by their "digits", namely the

form (1.2).

It also turns out that for r and b fixed there is only one solution of form

(1.2), and to prove this uniqueness it suffices to show that 2*_, a¡b¡ < bk+x,

for A of form (1.2). Indeed, by repeated application of (2.2), it follows that

k k

2 a,A < bbj +   2   (b - 1)6, = bk+x-(k-j+l)< bk+x.
i-j i-j+i

An important property of this solution is that it has minimal excess, and

this may be seen by transforming a nonmaximal solution into another

solution of higher order but no higher excess. Specifically, a nonmaximal

solution must have a "digit" ak > b, and if ak = b, then for some j < k there

is an Oj > 1. Applying (2.3), withy = k if ak > b + 1, yields a new solution of

higher order and equal excess, unless A = (ax, a2, . . . ) is such that

(0, a2, a3, . . .) has form (1.2). In that case, applying (2.2) produces a new

solution of higher order and lower excess, if A is not already of form (1.2).

Because there are only finitely many solutions, repeated application of these

transformations must produce the maximal solution. In fact, all solutions may

be generated by (2.2), (2.3), and their inverses.

At this point, the warning is needed that although excess and order seem to

be inversely related, they do not determine each other. Two examples are the

solutions (0, b + 1) < (b, 0, 1) and (0, b + 2) < (2b + 1, 0, 1), for r =

(b + l)2 and r = (b + l)(b + 2), respectively. The first example shows two

solutions of minimal excess, and in the second, the solution of lower excess is

also of lower order. These are the lowest dimensional examples of their types.

The above demonstrations provide the proof of Proposition 2.

Two specific results needed for later come from maximality, (2.4), and

letting s = kt + «.
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Lemma 1. (a) For r < b, the unique solution is (r, 0, . . . ).

(b) For r = ps and b = p', the maximal solution has excess p' when s > t.

3. Conjugation. Consider Milnor's equations [4]

1(a)

r, = 2 2 ya 2 sIMJ)p«\ (.)
n     a jm 1

where a = (a(l), . . . , a(l(a))) is an ordered partition of n, a(j) = 2-¡~Ja(z),

and each _ya is a nonnegative integer. Let S(Y) = (sx, . . .) where sn = 2aya,

and let b(Y) = Tl„s„\/]lnI[aya\. Then Milnor's result on conjugation [2,

Theorem 5] states that

X(P1(R)) = (-lfr^b(Y)Px(S(Y)),

where the summation ranges over all solutions Y = {ya} to the system (*).

Milnor observes that for r¡, the coefficient of ya is positive if and only if /" is in

a. It follows that if r, = 0, then.ya = 0 for all a containing an /.

Lemma 2. x is an antiautomorphism on Ar

Proof. For an element PX(R) of At, a, = 0 unless i = kt. Then >>a ̂ 0 only

for partitions a all of whose elements are multiples of t, which makes a a

partition of a multiple of /, and therefore s¡ = 0 unless /' = kt.

Proof of Proposition 1. Again using (*), it is easy to see that ya = 0

unless a has the form (t), (t, t), etc., whence s, = yt, s2l - y,,, etc., b(Y) = 1,

and (*) reduces to a single equation

r, = ^skl(l+p' + --- +/*-»o.

However, this equation is just of form (2.1). For clarity, in form (1.1) it

becomes

(p,-\)r = ^skl(pk'-l),

which is just the restriction on dimension. This is Milnor's result [4, Corollary

6] for / = 1, and the proof follows his.

Proof of Theorem. By Lemma 1 it suffices to prove the result for elements

P(R) = PX(R). Note that if only the partitions a = («) are used, then (*)

implies that r„ = y„ = s„, b(Y) = 1, and P(R) is a term in x(F(Ä)) with

coefficient (- l)2''. To prove the result for excess add the equations (*) for all

i. Since 2,S,.aa) = 1 and ^xpaU) > 1, then

2>, = 2 2ya |VWS«^) > 2 2*. - 2v
n     a       j■= ] / n     a n

Equality only occurs when all available partitions have length one, which

gives the term P(R). A partition of length greater than one gives pa(J) > 1,

thus lowering excess. For order, assume for n > k that rn= yn = sn and that
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ya = 0 if a is a partition of « other than («). For a fixed Y and S, this is true

for some k, since rn = yn = sn = 0 for « large enough, for instance, if

p" - 1 > 2r,(p' - 1). This being the case, then either the above is also true

for « > k — 1, or else rA._, = yk_x <sk_x. Assuming this, then the former

being true would produce 7? = S(Y); whereas should the latter occur for

some k — 1, then R < S(Y). But examining (*) for rk_x shows that rk_x =

yk-X, since the only partition with a k — 1 andy„ ¥= 0 must be a = (k — 1).

Then, either ya = 0 for all other partitions of k — 1, or else for some such

partitionya ^ 0, implying that sk_x >yk-X = rk_x.

4. Excess. Using Kraines' results on excess [3], we see from Proposition 1

that the excess of x(Pt(r)) IS mat of the term of lowest excess in S,(n). This

corresponds to finding the solution of minimal excess of (1.1) with b = p',

that equation being the dimensional restriction. Proposition 2 gives the

required solution in explicit form, thus proving Corollary 2. Corollary 3 is

proved by appealing to Lemma 1, and Corollary 4 is a consequence of the

theorem and the fact that P,(A) is maximal in its dimension in A,.

5. Order. There are two usual lexicographic orders, right and left. Specifi-

cally, P(R) >RP(S) (P(R) >lP(S)) if there is some k such that rk > sk ana

for ally > k (j < k) it is true that r, = s,. For instance, if P(T) is a term in

P(R) • P(S), then it is easy to see from the Milnor multiplication matrix that,

if coefficients are neglected, we have P(T) >R P(R + S) >L P(T). The

theorem may then be restated:

Restatement of Theorem. For each term P,(S) in x(F,(7?)), then for

S=£R, ex(P,(S)) < ex(P,(R)) and P,(S) >R P,(R) >l P,(S).

Proof. Clearly sx = y, < rx. Assume for n < k that s„ = yn = /■„, and that

ya = 0 if a is any partition containing « other than («). Therefore, ya = 0 if a

is any partition of k + 1 other than (k + 1), since it contains such an «. This

implies that sk+, = yk+, < rk+,. By (*), equality establishes the inductive step

for n = k + 1, while inequality proves the order.

For fixed r and b, it is clear that (r, 0, 0, ... ) is right-minimal and

left-maximal, and that it carries maximal excess. It has been shown that

right-maximal elements have minimal excess, are self-conjugate, and have an

explicit presentation. However, left-minimal elements, although self-con-

jugate, are in general different from right-maximal elements and so do not

carry minimal excess. Consider the two sequences (1, 0, 0, 1) >l (0, b2 — b +

1, 1), for r = b3 + b2 + b + 2, as an example. The former is the unique

element of minimal excess, which may be verified by inspection, but it is not

left-minimal. For b = 2 (r = 16), this is the lowest dimensional example of its

type.
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